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Question

My testable question is: What kind of mask blocks the most germs.



Variables
There are 3 types of variables in my experiment. 

The Independent variable: Masks N95, KN95, KF94 ,and Surgical Mask

The Dependent variable is: 

1 The amount of spores grown on agar dish.

2 What can be smelled through each mask. 

3 The amount of illuminating spray that goes through each mask.

The Controlled variables:

1 The same amount of distance from the mask and agar dish.

2 The same amount of coughs through each mask. 

3 The same sent items for each mask. 

4 The same amount of uv sprays in each mask.



Background

Our school and parents tell us we should wear masks, but why 

should we wear masks.  I choose to do this to show what mask 

someone should wear. Another reason was to keep people safe 

from germs. Next  reason is to make myself and my family  safe.



Research
● I learned that a cloth mask and surgical mask blocks 80 % of germs. 
● A n95 mask surgical mask and cloth masks are most recommended. 
● A n95 mask can block 95% of germs in the air. 
● A kn95 and a kf94 are similar but are designed to meet international standards.



Hypothesis
Here is my hypothesis: 

I think that the n95 will block the most germs, smell, and uv sprays.



Materials

Materials needed for this experiment:

Kn95 mask, kf94 mask, surgical mask, gloves, agar plates, black 

light, black light reactive ink, blind fold, spray bottle, onions, coffee 

grounds, essential oil, jars for smell items, and a ruler.



Procedures
Step 1: disinfect work space

Step 2: get supplies ready 

Step 3: cough 3 times in to each mask in to agare dish. Close agar dish

Step 4: spray uv liquid in to the inside of the mask with a coffee filter

Step 5: blind fold volunteers and ask to smell items.

Step 6: Write down data.



Data Table

Coughing in Agar Dish

Mask Type Observation

N95 Mask 2 Spores

KN95 12 Spores

KF94 2 Spores

Surgical Masks 2 Spores

No Mask 49 Spores

UV Spray 

Mask Type Observation

N95 Mask No wet mask on outside and no spray through

KN95 Mask Wet mask on outside and no spray through

KF94 Mask Wet mask on outside and no spray through

Surgical Mask Wet mask on outside and no spray through

No Mask Sprayed all over



Data Table
Smelling Test N95

Item Observation

Empty Cup 3 test subjects smelled nothing

Coffee Grinds
2 test subjects smelled coffee grinds, 1 
thought it was soil

Essential Oils 2 test subjects smelled essential oil

Cut Onions 2 test subjects smelled onions

Smelling Test KN95

Item Observation

Empty Cup 3 test subjects smelled nothing

Coffee Grinds
2 test subjects smelled coffee grinds, 1 
thought it was soil

Essential Oils 2 test subjects smelled essential oil

Cut Onions 2 test subjects smelled onions

Smelling Test KF94

Item Observation

Empty Cup 3 test subjects smelled nothing

Coffee Grinds 3 test subjects smelled coffee grinds

Essential Oils 3 test subjects smelled essential oil

Cut Onions 3 test subjects smelled onions

Smelling Test Surgical Masks

Item Observation

Empty Cup 3 test subjects smelled nothing

Coffee Grinds 3 test subjects smelled coffee grinds

Essential Oils 3 test subjects smelled essential oil

Cut Onions 3 test subjects smelled onions



Pictures (make sure none of the pictures are of the face or shows faces.)
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Observations
Observation 1: Test subject said he can feel his breath trapped in the N95 
Mask and KN95 Mask.  He said he felt his air escaping in the KN94 and 
Surgical Mask

Observation 2: All of the masks stopped the spray from coming through 
them.  When we were cleaning up all of the masks were wet on the 
outside of the mask except for the N95 Mask.

Observation 3: Test Subject 1 of the smell test stated they smelled the 
mint less in the KN95 than the N95.  With the KF94 they stated that the 
mint made their eyes burn.  Test Subject 3 said they KF94 mask stinks.
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Data Analysis
Information from the bar graph:

Coughing graph shows how many spores are in each Agar 
Dish.

Smelling Test Graph shows how many test subjects could 
smell the items with the mask on.
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Conclusion
● Yes the N95 worked because it had great data on the spores and smelling
● Yes the results did support because the smelling had the most correct and 

less spores



Further Research
● I would change my experiment by getting more volunteers and getting more 

data from the volunteers
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Activity 10: Writing a presentation script. 

1. State your question, hypothesis and variable What type of mask blokes the most 

germs. My hypothesis was I think that the n95 will block the most germs. There 

are 3 types of variables. The independent variable was masks n95 kn95 kn94 

surgical. The dependent variable was the amount of spurs grone on each mask.2 

what can be smelled through each mask.3 the amount of illuminating spray that 

goes through each mask.  . The controlled variables were the same amount of 

distance  from each mask and agar dish.2 the same amount of coughs through 

each mask.3 the same sent itomes trough each mask. 



To prepare for the experiment, I needed to use a ruler agar dish uv 
liquid masks black light spray bodells. I started with coughing into 
agar dish. Then I spray uv light into coffee filter. After that smelling 
different items. (Add all the rest of the steps in the procedure if you 
have more.) During the experiment, I observed that the spurs grow. 
I also observed everyone had different answers. 

2. State your procedure and observations. 



3.  Write your data analysis and explain your pictures.

I collected data and made two graphs. In the bar graph, no mask 
had the most spours. In the line graph, most answers where the 
same. There are also some inconsistencies. To keep people safe. I 
also took some pictures during the experiment.that show different 
answers.



4. State your conclusion and further research.

My conclusion is yes the n95 worked. In the experiment, I learned 
the n95 works best. My favorite part of the experiment is was the 
coughing. If I could do it again, I would to have more data. In the 
future, I would like to learn more about masks and how they work.


